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Get your guide paris catacombs



Skip to the content, skip long lines and reach exclusive publicly closed sections, head to the streets of Paris on a guided tour to explore the underground labyrinth of Catacombs, a mysterious network with skeletons on display. Free cancellation up to 24 hours in advance to receive full refund of COVID-19
special health and safety precautions. More Mobile ticketing Use your phone or type in your voucher duration: 2 Check availability hours to see start times Enjoy official catacombs access and avoid waiting 2 hours to enter the fascinating history of one of the hidden secrets of Paris, a subterranean tour of
Paris with a guide with many years of experience navigating catacombs gain access to the special sections closed to the public under Today's Paris, another city with little experience. Follow your instructions on this 2-hour tour as you embark on a unique and mysterious quest through this city of the dead,
discovering all the deep secrets hidden in the undersea of Paris. Skip the crowds as you enjoy reaching across the line and let passionate local guides navigate your dark adventures. Heading into an endless network of underground quarries, the house behind the Catacombs, carefully stacked bones
installations and secrets of old Paris, Catacombs is home to the remains of several legendary figures in French history, including a man in an iron mask and a guillotine victim like the infamous Revolutionary Robespierre. Interesting sculptures left behind by quarryman Décure will be amazed and happy
as you work your way through this undersea maze in search of hidden details. The admission across the official line, enthusiastic guides and knowledgeable access to closed sections, public safety measures in all areas where customers are exposed, often to clean the needs, travelers, customers must
bring their own headphones, customers must bring and mask your guide just in front of the glass door of the Catacombs entrance on the pavement. The exact address is 3/5 street du Colonel Henri Rol-Tanguy, the nearest metro station is Denfert-Rochereau. Open in Google Maps ⟶ Product ID: 43883
Get a curated 48-hour itinerary with the most outstanding experience in Paris straight to your inbox. Upon registration, you agree to receive a promotional email. You can cancel your subscription at any time. For more information, click the following Please read our privacy statement. Sign up for our
newsletter and discover the travel experience you want to try. Upon registration, you agree to receive a promotional email. You can cancel your subscription at any time. For more information, click the following Read our 4.8/5 privacy statement from 7104 reviews The Paris Catacombs (Catacombes de
Paris) back in the 1700s, when ossoorie emerged from an old underground mine. Over the years, many corpses were brought here from crowded cemeteries to make room for the development of the city until the 1860s. Why plan your visit in advance? Save valuable time on your holiday. It is one of the
most popular attractions in Paris and only 200 visitors every 45 minutes in advance. Skip train tickets or tour guide? Crossing a line ticket guarantees that you will reach quickly at a given time, all tickets cross the line, including a 30-minute audio guide, which is available in English, French, German and
Spanish. We offer a selection of official service providers so you can find the best time for your visit. A good way to learn about the fascinating history of Catacombs is to book a guided tour, where you'll find out how the French resistance used tunnels to evade the Nazis during World War II. Their
importance to the French Revolution and many interesting and interesting facts from your expert guide. You will also visit restricted areas that visitors can't reach without a guide. If you want to have a special experience, you may decide to take a private tour. This is a great way to get the most out of your
Paris Catacombs visit. It is more interactive than a group tour and you can visit Catacombs at your own pace. Children's tours are also available. They are specially designed to provide information in a fun and easy-to-digest manner, with the whole family visiting your Catacombs to be more fun. Well to
know that it is cold in Catacombs, the temperature is controlled to 14 degrees Celsius (57 Fahrenheit), so you should consider bringing a sweater or dressing in warm clothes. For those who choose to wait in line for tickets, things to note: there is no bathroom in the ticket line or within the area you will visit
within Catacombs, you will have to wait until you reach the exit to find the bathroom. You'll need to check in large luggage and luggage (more than 40x30 cm). Backpacks are not allowed to be checked in. The air in the tunnel can be quite bad, so if you have respiratory or heart problems visiting
Catacombs, it is discouraging. Also, if you're claustrophobic, try skipping this attraction for obvious reasons. Unfortunately, this attraction is not accessible if you have limited mobility. Opening Hours Tuesday to Sunday from 10.00 a.m. - 8.30 p.m. (last entry 7:30 p.m.) Close Monday, May 1, August 15 and
January 1, get special offers on the most iconic experiences in Paris, straight to your inbox. Upon registration, you agree to receive a promotional email. You can cancel your subscription at any time. For more information, click the following Please read our privacy statement, stories and legends from
Paris Catacombs Stop! This is the empire of death! Warning signs greetings at Catacombs, the ancient tunnel network of Paris, transformed mass graves. There are only some of it open to the public and the rest is full of romantic and idealistic Paris rebellion! The 18th-century Paris cemetery is so full that
it spoils the city's wine and milk! After that, six million bodies were moved to the city's ancient underground mines. People have long believed that Catacombs will be haunted, but most accounts may be attributed to smugglers making noises to scare people outside! That's why Paris is one of the lowest
capitals. French resistance forces used Catacombs to hide from the Nazis, who tried to infiltrate them because they had no plans. One city legend tells of a military unit lost in thin air! People often enter Catacombs illegally to party or paint murals. All the cinemas were even discovered, the electricity was
cut with the message: Don't try to find us! Planning your visit if you want to avoid waiting for hours, your best bet is to book your tour in advance and cross the ticket line. Failure to arrive 30 minutes to an hour before opening (Tuesday to Sunday from 10am to 8pm) will significantly reduce the wait. A good
tour (legal!) of Catacombs should take two to three hours. Chances are dirty, so high, dress and wear comfortable shoes. Rest assured that there will be at least six million people down there looking worse than you do! When should I visit? Tuesday to Sunday from 10:00 AM to 8:30 PMHoliday. €10 entry
for Catacombs and exhibitions, which can be combined with access to encryption for €15 in total. Do I need advice? It's definitely worth checking out our best-selling tour. Access to Denfert-Rochereau, which can be reached on Metro Line 2 and RER B, is the nearest station. More information *Wear good
walking shoes but don't recommend fancy clothes!*The last item is at 7.00pm 4.5/5, according to review 7701 Discover the Catacombs of Paris - zombies and fascination under the sea under the city Lights.By at the end of the eighteenth century, the Paris cemetery was too full and became a public health
issue. The solution is to transfer the contents to the quarry. The picturesque and curious Tombe-Issoire has impressive architecture to match. The world of skeletons remains and touches the gravity-defying monuments to the death of Paris. How much does a Paris Catacombs ticket cost? You can book
your Paris Catacombs card at the door or online. You can find ticket prices below at the gate - Catacombs of Paris tickets cost €14 for adults and €12 for youngsters aged 18 to 26 online - Catacombs of Paris tickets costs €29 for adults and €5 for young people under the age of 18. Lower ticket prices are
available for individual teachers 26 and lower than large families, job seekers and disabled individuals. How do you book a Paris Catacombs ticket in advance? How do you cross the line? Paris Catacombs are known for their long wait lines, with only 200 people allowed to enter catacombs at the same
time. If you don't want to queue, we recommend that you book your tickets online. Can you book on the official website or with third-party vendors such as Viator, Getyourguide or Headout to name a few, are the Paris Catacombs tours recommended? Are they worth it? Tours can be arranged through
both the official website and through travel agencies. With a tour guide, you will hit all the high points of catacombs and you will not miss anything important. You'll always have the opportunity to get answers to the questions you want to ask. The tour with the official tour guide is French, so you will need to
look for a travel agent for the tour with an English speaking guide with various types of tour guides. From an online travel agent you can find it through TourScanner:Cross the line – don't wait for your tour to start. Book with the agency and cross the line, small groups - small group tours are smaller and
closer than tours with standard tour guides. Private - Private tours are reserved for you and your group only. Special access - Some guided tours have access to special areas that are inaccessible with standard guided tours. Extended Tours - Extended tours offer longer detailed tours, usually accessible
to other areas. Admission is free for young people under the age of 18, except for fast access passes. I'll see what you'll see, something called ossuary or a room with bones. The overcrowded Paris cemetery and related public health concerns led to the move to a former quarry in the 1700s, bones were
arranged decoratively before the catacombs opened to the public in 1809, and the site has been astonishing since then. There is also a rotating exhibition included in the ticket price. You can also see architecture from the era of King Louis XVI and walk through the corridors of the old quarry. Your tour
may include information about of the area and the history of the quarry. What is the best time to visit Paris Catacombe? How to avoid crowds? We recommend that you avoid school holidays and weekends if possible. The site can accommodate 200 people once, so previous trips mean shorter waiting
times. Finally, if you don't want to waste precious holiday time, the best way to avoid crowds is to book online, skip late tickets. What is The Paris Catacombs Opening Hours? Catacombs Paris is open Tuesday to Sunday from 10am to 8.30pm, ticket windows close at 7.30pm, catacombs are closed
Mondays and January 1, May 1 and 25.Travel December, catacombs tips are 131 down and 112 climbs, many of which are uneven and slippery. Wheelchair access is not available and is not recommended for disabled motors. Young people under the age of 14 must be accompanied by an adult, the
Audi guided tour is self-guided, but it takes at least 45 minutes. Due to the characteristics of catacombs, the tour is not recommended for pregnant women, opaque individuals who may be sensitive to the contents (including young children) and those with heart or respiratory problems. If you are eligible for
a reduced ticket price, you must bring your proof of id with you to the website. Do not bring large bags and suitcases to check-in, bones may not be touched, including by the visually impaired. Guide dogs are allowed, but they cannot be white.
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